Administrative Software for Independent Schools

Daily Gradebook | My BackPack
Administration has always been part of a teacher’s job, but the less time a teacher
spends on paperwork, the more time they can spend teaching. The solution?
My BackPack’s Daily Gradebook, a powerful tool that enhances productivity and gives
teachers easy, convenient tools to provide timely assignment information and feedback
to students and parents. Daily Gradebook is a web-based tool, accessible anywhere,
and flexible enough to adapt to an individual teacher’s work style and grading policy.
It can handle a wide variety of grading rules, calculation methods, and assignment types.
Teachers can quickly and easily record comments,
publish assignments, and produce grading and
TRAINING OPTIONS
progress reports at any time. And of course, Daily
Gradebook integrates with Senior Systems
Get the greatest productivity
Academic suite.
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A web-based gradebook is accessible from anywhere,
using any device. It works on PCs, Macs, tablets,
and more
Adapts to teachers’ work styles and grading policies,
and offers a variety of grade calculation methods
Built for quick set-up with copy features, templates,
and archives
Advanced capabilities, such as individual grading scales
for students, bell curve grading, and including
attendance policies in grade calculations
Analytics, including grading reports and grade entry
worksheets, can be generated at any time
Homework, assignments, and grades can all be
published to students and parents
It’s easy to create customized progress reports, and
the tool allows you to email report links to students
and parents

out of your tailored solution

with training on your own data,
wherever and whenever you
need it:

At your school. We’ll be right there
with you after installation, walking you
through best practices with minimal
disruption to your schedule.
Online. Maximum flexibility and
spot-training for new hires.
In our offices. Dedicated training
without distractions in our stateof-the-art training center. Get
immediate answers from the experts!
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